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1 , INTRODUCTION 

Plastic Streamer Tubes (PST) [11 are widely used in large 
scale experiments because of their low cost, flexibility and 
operation reliability. In particUlar the possibility of analog 
readout of strips transverse to the anode wires ror precise 
coordinate measurements makes them well suited for large tracking 
systems [21. There is a large list of publications devoted to the 
spatial resolution of PST achievable with pickup strips. These 
resUl ta are summarized in table 1. The table shows that a strip 
width usually used for PST with 9x9 mm' cell size is about 10 mm. 
This choice ia determined by the width of the induced charge 
distribution, which is about 10 mm (31 if there is no charge flow 
along the cathode surface. 

However, it shoUld be noted that the resolution in PSTs is 
worse than for the case of strip readout of usual proportional 
wire chambers with the similar geometry. For example, in the 
Ref. ( 12 l the resolution or about 200 ).Ull in the beam was obtained 
in the chamber with a 4 mm anode-cathode gap and with 8 mm strips. 
For the case of photon-caused ionization the resUlts obtained with 
proportional chambers are better as well (e.g. 5100 ).Ull in the 
Ref.(13l). 

It is natural to assume that a worse resolution is caused by 
local non-uniformities of the cathode graphiting and by local 
mechanical deviations which can resUlt in distortions in the 
induced pUlse shape. Thus, a certain broadening or the induced 
signal, such as the one caused by the integration time increase 
(!1g.1) and/or the cathode resistivity decrease, might allow the 
use or strips with a larger pitch without deteriorating the 
spatial resolution or even with improving it as wider strips 
integrate local non-uniformities. 

2. THE EXPJ'!RIMENTAL SErUP 

We used the standard PST geometry (coverless type) (141: 
a plastic profile with a 9x9 mm' internal cell inserted in a 
gas-tight envelope. The profile used for the test tube was one of 
the profiles made in Frascati for the DELPHI · (151 hadron 
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Tube 

cell, 
mm 

9x9 

9x9 

15x20 

9x9 

9x9 

9x9 

9x9 

9x9 

Fig.1 

Table 1 

Strip Profile/cover 

pitch Ionization Resolution. resistivity Integration Ref. 

mm source fUll kOhm/sq time. ns 

10 :>~Fe <200 "160 [4) 

11 beam "1300 [5) 

10 beam 420-450 30-80 1000 [6) 

20 440 

5 beam 600 
10 350 

21 cosmic- 2100 
rays 

12.7 beam 420 

12 !:>"Fe 200-400 
beam 400-500 

12.7 beam 700 
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COCJ!OJNo\TE ALONG CAmx:t {em) 

The broadening of the induced charge 

the increasing integration time 
•- 300 nsJ. The measurements were 
strips over the 100 kOhm/sq cover. 
total charge summed over all strips 
signal duration HOD ns). 
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distribution caused by 
(~ - 50 ns, o - 100 ns. 

carried out with 4 mm 
Non-1nvar1ance or the 
is due to the large 



calorimeter. The anode was a Be-cu wire 80 ~ ln diameter. The gas 
mixture was Ar+isobutane=25%+75)1; •. Tbe. singles rate and mean charga 

versus high vo~,t~}O:~ .!hE!; te~~~!·~~ '~ 1 ~~~~~;;in f1g.2. 
The surface i'es~s~~~W .P:t'i,~)).e l>Ott!l!ll•!>!t\le · pty~~'i!<!S typically 
30 kll/sq, while thlit' 6! the walls between the cells .. was about 
10 klllsq. 

• 

• •• 

•• 
•• • • 

• •- SQS MOOE 

• 
• • 

• 
• - TRANSITION REGJON 

e - UMITED-PROPTKNAL MODE 

4D " 
Hllii. VOLTA6E (kV) 

b) 

F1g.2 (a) The singles rate (15 mV/50 Ohm tbreshold, 300 ns shape 
time) and (b) the mean charga versus high voltage (100 ns 
integration time) for the tested tube. 
The gas mixture Ar+isobutane=25%+75%; ""sr ~-source. 

Figure 3 shows a scheme or the whole mechanical arrangement 
for the measurements. As we planned to carry out the measurements 
with a p-source, special measures to avoid multiple scattering of 
soft electrons were taken. 

First, the unnecessary substance was removed: the holes 1n 
the envelope were made and then were covered w1 th 12 fJ.ffi mylar 
(upper side) and thin scotch (lower slde); the unnecessary 
substance from the lower side of the profile and from the lower 
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F1g.3 Experimental setup: (1) anode wire; (2) profile; 200 ~ 
thick; (3) penal with holes; (4) 12 ~ mylar; (5) 60 ~ 
scotch; (6) strip board, 200 ~ thick; (7) upper collimator, 
30 mm thick, Cu; (8) lower collimator, 30 mm thick, Cu; 
(9) scintillator; (10) ~-source. 

2.0 

~ 1,5 

UJ 

"' ~ 1,0 
u 
:z: 
<( 

'f' 0.5 

-10 -5 0 5 (I 

STRIP COORDINATE (em) 

f'1g.4 Relative charge distribution over the I em wide strips for 
the tested tut)e. 
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side of the strip board was removed as well. Secondly, the narrow 
upper collimator (500 ~ slit) and the lower collimator (1 .8 mm 
slit) were used to select straight tracks by the coincidence or 
signals rrom the tube and the scintillator placed under the lower 
collimator. The upper collimator and the lower collimator were 
mechenically connected and it was possible to move _them along the 
tube with_-50 ~precision. The track uncertainty determined by 
the geometry of the upper collimator was -200 ~ (RMS). 

The strip board was placed on the side of the profile. The 
strip signals were ampl1!1ed and then connected to the inputs of 
the 8-bit ADC (the integration time was 100 ns). In all 
measurements the amplifier noise was considerably smaller than one 
chennel width of the ADC. 

F1g.4 shows the charge distribution over the 1 em wide 
strips. Clearly, at chosen resistivity and integration time the 
charge !low on the resistive cathode plays an important role. 

3. RESULTS 

To reconstruct the track position the centre of gravity 
method was used. We confined ourselves to a maximum or six strips 
!or COC weighting to reconstruct the track position. It is well 
known thet almost all simple methods of position reconstruction 
(COO, interpolations· by Gaussian, Lorentzian, parabolic functions 
etc.) result in systematic shifts [3,121. 

Moving the collimators along the tube we thoroughly measured 
the dependence of the centre of gravity coordinate on the real 
coordinate of the track (this permitted all systematics to be 
taken into account). The example or a such dependence is presented 

dx 
in f1g.5a. F1g.5b presents the derivative dicoo needed for the 

rea.l 
reconstructions of the real spatial resolution: 

( 
dxcoo ) 

0 reo.t =O coal dX t • , .. 
Five strip pitches (10,20,30,40,50 mm) were used in the 

measurements. In each case the strips were separated by 1 mm 
spaces. 

The measurements were performed in the following way. The 
histograms of COG coordinates were accumulated for different 
positions of the collimators. Six, five, four and three strips 
were used for the COG calcUlations. Then these histograms were 
fitted by a Gaussian function. The standard deviations crcoo 
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F1g.5 (a) Dependence of the centre of gravity coordinate 

the real coordinate of the track xrE<~t and 

derivative d.Xcoo ax obtained for 2 em strip pitch. 
r-e-o. t 

on 
the 

obtained in these fits were divided by the corresponding 
dX 

derivatives axcoo to obtain the estimations of the real position 
r·e-o.t dx 

resolutions a 
1
=0 /( dXcoa l· Fig;6 demonstrates examples of 

r&a. COO reo.t 

the achievable resolution. 
The overall results obtained with the odd (5) and even (6) 

number of strips for the COG analysis are presented in f1g.7. The 

results obtained with the smaller number of strips were 

systematically worse or of the same order. The use of an odd and 

even number of strips is essential for two reaso"ns. First. if the 

number or strips for the position analysis is fixed and, for 

example. even, then the uncertainty in the choice of a strip group 

for tracks passed in the vicinity of a strip centre will appear, 

which may result in the deterioration of the spatial resolution. 

And secondly, as seen from fig.7, even 1n the case of a correct 

choice of a strip group, the best resolution is achieved when a 

track passes through the centre of a strip grcup. 
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t'1g.6 The histograms of induced charge distribution centroids for 
three slit positions, 3 mm apart. The results are obtained 
by the centre of gravity method with readout from: (a) six 
20 mm strips, (b! five 30 mm strips. The resolution for 
these two particular cases is about 370 ~ after 
quadratical subtraction of ~200 ~m track uncertainty. 
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....... 
~ Fig.7 Spatial resolutions obtained after quadratical subtraction 
~ or -200 ~ track uncertainty as a function · of the track 

position relative to the strip for different strip pitches: 
(a) 10 mm, (b) 20 mm, (C) 30 mm, (d) 40 mm, (e) 50 mm. 

Thus, to obtain a goo<l averaged spatial resolution 1t is 
reasonable to US'e an odd and even number of strips for the 
position analysis for tracks traversing the central region of a 
strip and the region between strips respectively. 

The ,resolutions averaged over the whole strip pitch are shown 
in fig.S. The results obtained with five and six strips were used 
to perform the averaging. The <lashed lines in fig.7 divide the 
strip pitches into regions where five or six strips should be used 
for the COG calculations. 
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Flg.B Spatial resolution averaged over a strip versus a strip 
pitch. The averaging is explained in the text. 

The solid line in rlg.B shows 
contributions to the spatial resolution or 
0-electrons (the dashed lines). 

quadretically added 
the electronics and 

To evaluate the electronic contribution to the spatial 
resolution we used the usual method l 17 l: !1rst, the shepe or 
the induced charge distribution (r1g.4) permits the derivative 
dX ax 000

, to be estimated and, secondly' cons1der1ng the uncertainty 
reo.t 

connected with the rinite bin width or the 8-bit ADC as the main 
electronic error, one can easily estimate the value or 0

000 
dX 

The ratio a 1( dJ.. coo ) gives the estimation or a t. 
COO rea.t reo. 

The contribution of 0-electrons was estimated to be about 
50 l'lll (the best results obtained !or MWPC with a -10 mm gas gap, 
using the analog strip readout l16l) and 1t is negligible as 
compared with the electronic contribution. 

Flg.B shows that the narrower strips the more discrepancy 
between expected and experimental resolutions. This is most 
probably due to the local non-unirormities or the cathode 
resistivity, which can cause local distortions in the induced 
pulse shape. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

We tested a streamer tube chamber with the analog readout o! 
strips transverse to the anode wires. The tests altow the 
conclusion that the spatial resolution better than 400 ~ is 
achievable in PST with a rather wide strip pitch (-3 em). Such a 
wide pitch, being almost 3 times larger than a usual one, allows 
one to decrease the total number or strips per unit length and 
consequently the cost of the .electronics. 

The method is based on the broadening or the induced charge 

distributioncaused by the low cathode resistivity and/or the large 
integration time. 

This method is the best when low particle mUltiplicity is 
expected, as in muon detectors. 
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